Creation
One day, Kuma came across a snowy meadow on his Bear. An
avalanche came crashing down a mountain and Kuma was caught
in the downpour and died.
Akuma came looking for Kuma. He saw a Bear parked inside a
large mound of snow. “Oh my god!”, thought Akuma, and he dug
the snow but found nothing except for A Kuma, something that he
knew Kuma liked the most. He cried with savage pain at the loss of
his mate, as another avalanche came rolling down the nearby
mountain and he died.
After a while, a Small Bear came wandering along the snow, and
found the dead bodies of Kuma and Akuma. The Small Bear let
out a yelp of surprise, which triggered an avalanche from the
nearby mountain which caught the Small Bear and he died.
As the final layer of snow came off the mountain, what was left
was an unseen biological kingdom, once preserved under several
compacted and hefty layers of ice and snow. It consisted of
numerous mythical and rumoured creatures, such as sea serpents,
phoenixes, Cyclopes and unicorns, which had previously only
existed in within the imaginative realms of mankind. With a huge
rumble of surprise and fascination, these creatures surged down the
mountain, and set foot on the planet we now know as earth.

Creation
One day, A'n came across a snowy meadow on his tricycle. An
avalanche came crashing down a mountain and A'n was caught in
the downpour and died.
Connster came looking for A'n. He saw a tricycle parked inside a
large mound of snow. “Oh my god!”, thought Connster, and he dug
the snow but found nothing except for a fish, something that he
knew A'n liked the most. He cried with savage pain at the loss of
his mate, as another avalanche came rolling down the nearby
mountain and he died.
After a while, a ManPong came wandering along the snow, and
found the dead bodies of A'n and Connster. The ManPong let out a
yelp of surprise, which triggered an avalanche from the nearby
mountain which caught the ManPong and he died.
As the final layer of snow came off the mountain, what was left
was an unseen biological kingdom, once preserved under several
compacted and hefty layers of ice and snow. It consisted of
numerous mythical and rumoured creatures, such as sea serpents,
phoenixes, Cyclopes and unicorns, which had previously only
existed in within the imaginative realms of mankind. With a huge
rumble of surprise and fascination, these creatures surged down the
mountain, and set foot on the planet we now know as earth.

Creation
One day, The legendary Hero came across a snowy meadow on his
The legendary public transport. An avalanche came crashing down
a mountain and The legendary Hero was caught in the downpour
and died.
The legendary Sidekick came looking for The legendary Hero. He
saw a The legendary public transport parked inside a large mound
of snow. “Oh my god!”, thought The legendary Sidekick, and he
dug the snow but found nothing except for The legendary hero's
treasured object, something that he knew The legendary Hero liked
the most. He cried with savage pain at the loss of his mate, as
another avalanche came rolling down the nearby mountain and he
died.
After a while, a The legendary UNICOOOORRRN came wandering
along the snow, and found the dead bodies of The legendary Hero
and The legendary Sidekick. The The legendary
UNICOOOORRRN let out a yelp of surprise, which triggered an
avalanche from the nearby mountain which caught the The
legendary UNICOOOORRRN and he died.
As the final layer of snow came off the mountain, what was left
was an unseen biological kingdom, once preserved under several
compacted and hefty layers of ice and snow. It consisted of
numerous mythical and rumoured creatures, such as sea serpents,
phoenixes, Cyclopes and unicorns, which had previously only
existed in within the imaginative realms of mankind. With a huge
rumble of surprise and fascination, these creatures surged down the
mountain, and set foot on the planet we now know as earth.

Creation
One day, ManPong came across a snowy meadow on his Sloth. An
avalanche came crashing down a mountain and ManPong was
caught in the downpour and died.
Vishnap came looking for ManPong. He saw a Sloth parked inside
a large mound of snow. “Oh my god!”, thought Vishnap, and he
dug the snow but found nothing except for Eklavya's hair,
something that he knew ManPong liked the most. He cried with
savage pain at the loss of his mate, as another avalanche came
rolling down the nearby mountain and he died.
After a while, a Snail came wandering along the snow, and found
the dead bodies of ManPong and Vishnap. The Snail let out a yelp
of surprise, which triggered an avalanche from the nearby
mountain which caught the Snail and he died.
As the final layer of snow came off the mountain, what was left
was an unseen biological kingdom, once preserved under several
compacted and hefty layers of ice and snow. It consisted of
numerous mythical and rumoured creatures, such as sea serpents,
phoenixes, Cyclopes and unicorns, which had previously only
existed in within the imaginative realms of mankind. With a huge
rumble of surprise and fascination, these creatures surged down the
mountain, and set foot on the planet we now know as earth.

Creation
One day, buzz came across a snowy meadow on his bullseye. An
avalanche came crashing down a mountain and buzz was caught
in the downpour and died.
lightyear came looking for buzz. He saw a bullseye parked inside a
large mound of snow. “Oh my god!”, thought lightyear, and he
dug the snow but found nothing except for a carrot, something that
he knew buzz liked the most. He cried with savage pain at the loss
of his mate, as another avalanche came rolling down the nearby
mountain and he died.
After a while, a dog came wandering along the snow, and found
the dead bodies of buzz and lightyear. The dog let out a yelp of
surprise, which triggered an avalanche from the nearby mountain
which caught the dog and he died.
As the final layer of snow came off the mountain, what was left
was an unseen biological kingdom, once preserved under several
compacted and hefty layers of ice and snow. It consisted of
numerous mythical and rumoured creatures, such as sea serpents,
phoenixes, Cyclopes and unicorns, which had previously only
existed in within the imaginative realms of mankind. With a huge
rumble of surprise and fascination, these creatures surged down the
mountain, and set foot on the planet we now know as earth.

Creation
One day, Wooman came across a snowy meadow on his Rolly
Chair. An avalanche came crashing down a mountain and
Wooman was caught in the downpour and died.
Eiman Oldman came looking for Wooman. He saw a Rolly Chair
parked inside a large mound of snow. “Oh my god!”, thought
Eiman Oldman, and he dug the snow but found nothing except for
Ipad, something that he knew Wooman liked the most. He cried
with savage pain at the loss of his mate, as another avalanche came
rolling down the nearby mountain and he died.
After a while, a Kony Tran came wandering along the snow, and
found the dead bodies of Wooman and Eiman Oldman. The Kony
Tran let out a yelp of surprise, which triggered an avalanche from
the nearby mountain which caught the Kony Tran and he died.
As the final layer of snow came off the mountain, what was left
was an unseen biological kingdom, once preserved under several
compacted and hefty layers of ice and snow. It consisted of
numerous mythical and rumoured creatures, such as sea serpents,
phoenixes, Cyclopes and unicorns, which had previously only
existed in within the imaginative realms of mankind. With a huge
rumble of surprise and fascination, these creatures surged down the
mountain, and set foot on the planet we now know as earth.

Creation
One day, Schteiner came across a snowy meadow on his Usain
Bolt. An avalanche came crashing down a mountain and
Schteiner was caught in the downpour and died.
Barney Stinson came looking for Schteiner. He saw a Usain Bolt
parked inside a large mound of snow. “Oh my god!”, thought
Barney Stinson, and he dug the snow but found nothing except for
a potato, something that he knew Schteiner liked the most. He cried
with savage pain at the loss of his mate, as another avalanche came
rolling down the nearby mountain and he died.
After a while, a fish came wandering along the snow, and found
the dead bodies of Schteiner and Barney Stinson. The fish let out a
yelp of surprise, which triggered an avalanche from the nearby
mountain which caught the fish and he died.
As the final layer of snow came off the mountain, what was left
was an unseen biological kingdom, once preserved under several
compacted and hefty layers of ice and snow. It consisted of
numerous mythical and rumoured creatures, such as sea serpents,
phoenixes, Cyclopes and unicorns, which had previously only
existed in within the imaginative realms of mankind. With a huge
rumble of surprise and fascination, these creatures surged down the
mountain, and set foot on the planet we now know as earth.

Creation
One day, Schteiner's twin came across a snowy meadow on his
elaine's head. An avalanche came crashing down a mountain and
Schteiner's twin was caught in the downpour and died.
foot came looking for Schteiner's twin. He saw a elaine's head
parked inside a large mound of snow. “Oh my god!”, thought foot,
and he dug the snow but found nothing except for chrisitina's
toenail, something that he knew Schteiner's twin liked the most. He
cried with savage pain at the loss of his mate, as another avalanche
came rolling down the nearby mountain and he died.
After a while, a dobby <3 came wandering along the snow, and
found the dead bodies of Schteiner's twin and foot. The dobby <3
let out a yelp of surprise, which triggered an avalanche from the
nearby mountain which caught the dobby <3 and he died.
As the final layer of snow came off the mountain, what was left
was an unseen biological kingdom, once preserved under several
compacted and hefty layers of ice and snow. It consisted of
numerous mythical and rumoured creatures, such as sea serpents,
phoenixes, Cyclopes and unicorns, which had previously only
existed in within the imaginative realms of mankind. With a huge
rumble of surprise and fascination, these creatures surged down the
mountain, and set foot on the planet we now know as earth.

Creation
One day, Sheldon came across a snowy meadow on his Flying
Saucer. An avalanche came crashing down a mountain and
Sheldon was caught in the downpour and died.
Cat woman came looking for Sheldon. He saw a Flying Saucer
parked inside a large mound of snow. “Oh my god!”, thought Cat
woman, and he dug the snow but found nothing except for Penny,
something that he knew Sheldon liked the most. He cried with
savage pain at the loss of his mate, as another avalanche came
rolling down the nearby mountain and he died.
After a while, a Dragon came wandering along the snow, and
found the dead bodies of Sheldon and Cat woman. The Dragon let
out a yelp of surprise, which triggered an avalanche from the
nearby mountain which caught the Dragon and he died.
As the final layer of snow came off the mountain, what was left
was an unseen biological kingdom, once preserved under several
compacted and hefty layers of ice and snow. It consisted of
numerous mythical and rumoured creatures, such as sea serpents,
phoenixes, Cyclopes and unicorns, which had previously only
existed in within the imaginative realms of mankind. With a huge
rumble of surprise and fascination, these creatures surged down the
mountain, and set foot on the planet we now know as earth.

Creation
One day, Twilight Sparkle came across a snowy meadow on his
worm-mobile. An avalanche came crashing down a mountain and
Twilight Sparkle was caught in the downpour and died.
Alfred came looking for Twilight Sparkle. He saw a worm-mobile
parked inside a large mound of snow. “Oh my god!”, thought
Alfred, and he dug the snow but found nothing except for 50
Shades of Grey, something that he knew Twilight Sparkle liked
the most. He cried with savage pain at the loss of his mate, as
another avalanche came rolling down the nearby mountain and he
died.
After a while, a Eklavya Ann Kush - The Mythical Beast came
wandering along the snow, and found the dead bodies of Twilight
Sparkle and Alfred. The Eklavya Ann Kush - The Mythical Beast
let out a yelp of surprise, which triggered an avalanche from the
nearby mountain which caught the Eklavya Ann Kush - The
Mythical Beast and he died.
As the final layer of snow came off the mountain, what was left
was an unseen biological kingdom, once preserved under several
compacted and hefty layers of ice and snow. It consisted of
numerous mythical and rumoured creatures, such as sea serpents,
phoenixes, Cyclopes and unicorns, which had previously only
existed in within the imaginative realms of mankind. With a huge
rumble of surprise and fascination, these creatures surged down the
mountain, and set foot on the planet we now know as earth.

Creation
One day, Super Woo came across a snowy meadow on his Flying
Cardbox Box. An avalanche came crashing down a mountain and
Super Woo was caught in the downpour and died.
Fobbin' Wood came looking for Super Woo. He saw a Flying
Cardbox Box parked inside a large mound of snow. “Oh my god!”,
thought Fobbin' Wood, and he dug the snow but found nothing
except for Mr Woo's Son, something that he knew Super Woo liked
the most. He cried with savage pain at the loss of his mate, as
another avalanche came rolling down the nearby mountain and he
died.
After a while, a Pok Him Siu came wandering along the snow, and
found the dead bodies of Super Woo and Fobbin' Wood. The Pok
Him Siu let out a yelp of surprise, which triggered an avalanche
from the nearby mountain which caught the Pok Him Siu and he
died.
As the final layer of snow came off the mountain, what was left
was an unseen biological kingdom, once preserved under several
compacted and hefty layers of ice and snow. It consisted of
numerous mythical and rumoured creatures, such as sea serpents,
phoenixes, Cyclopes and unicorns, which had previously only
existed in within the imaginative realms of mankind. With a huge
rumble of surprise and fascination, these creatures surged down the
mountain, and set foot on the planet we now know as earth.

Creation
One day, John came across a snowy meadow on his Mario Kart. An
avalanche came crashing down a mountain and John was caught
in the downpour and died.
Ted the Teddy Bear came looking for John. He saw a Mario Kart
parked inside a large mound of snow. “Oh my god!”, thought Ted
the Teddy Bear, and he dug the snow but found nothing except for
A POK, something that he knew John liked the most. He cried with
savage pain at the loss of his mate, as another avalanche came
rolling down the nearby mountain and he died.
After a while, a LOLCAT came wandering along the snow, and
found the dead bodies of John and Ted the Teddy Bear. The
LOLCAT let out a yelp of surprise, which triggered an avalanche
from the nearby mountain which caught the LOLCAT and he died.
As the final layer of snow came off the mountain, what was left
was an unseen biological kingdom, once preserved under several
compacted and hefty layers of ice and snow. It consisted of
numerous mythical and rumoured creatures, such as sea serpents,
phoenixes, Cyclopes and unicorns, which had previously only
existed in within the imaginative realms of mankind. With a huge
rumble of surprise and fascination, these creatures surged down the
mountain, and set foot on the planet we now know as earth.

Creation
One day, Man came across a snowy meadow on his car. An
avalanche came crashing down a mountain and Man was caught
in the downpour and died.
Boy came looking for Man. He saw a car parked inside a large
mound of snow. “Oh my god!”, thought Boy, and he dug the snow
but found nothing except for Nintendo DS, something that he
knew Man liked the most. He cried with savage pain at the loss of
his mate, as another avalanche came rolling down the nearby
mountain and he died.
After a while, a Ishraq came wandering along the snow, and found
the dead bodies of Man and Boy. The Ishraq let out a yelp of
surprise, which triggered an avalanche from the nearby mountain
which caught the Ishraq and he died.
As the final layer of snow came off the mountain, what was left
was an unseen biological kingdom, once preserved under several
compacted and hefty layers of ice and snow. It consisted of
numerous mythical and rumoured creatures, such as sea serpents,
phoenixes, Cyclopes and unicorns, which had previously only
existed in within the imaginative realms of mankind. With a huge
rumble of surprise and fascination, these creatures surged down the
mountain, and set foot on the planet we now know as earth.

Creation
One day, batman came across a snowy meadow on his batmobile.
An avalanche came crashing down a mountain and batman was
caught in the downpour and died.
robin came looking for batman. He saw a batmobile parked inside a
large mound of snow. “Oh my god!”, thought robin, and he dug the
snow but found nothing except for bats, something that he knew
batman liked the most. He cried with savage pain at the loss of his
mate, as another avalanche came rolling down the nearby
mountain and he died.
After a while, a bat came wandering along the snow, and found the
dead bodies of batman and robin. The bat let out a yelp of surprise,
which triggered an avalanche from the nearby mountain which
caught the bat and he died.
As the final layer of snow came off the mountain, what was left
was an unseen biological kingdom, once preserved under several
compacted and hefty layers of ice and snow. It consisted of
numerous mythical and rumoured creatures, such as sea serpents,
phoenixes, Cyclopes and unicorns, which had previously only
existed in within the imaginative realms of mankind. With a huge
rumble of surprise and fascination, these creatures surged down the
mountain, and set foot on the planet we now know as earth.

Creation
One day, Captain Sparklez came across a snowy meadow on his
Pig. An avalanche came crashing down a mountain and Captain
Sparklez was caught in the downpour and died.
MOOOOO came looking for Captain Sparklez. He saw a Pig
parked inside a large mound of snow. “Oh my god!”, thought
MOOOOO, and he dug the snow but found nothing except for
Pickaxe, something that he knew Captain Sparklez liked the most.
He cried with savage pain at the loss of his mate, as another
avalanche came rolling down the nearby mountain and he died.
After a while, a Hamster came wandering along the snow, and
found the dead bodies of Captain Sparklez and MOOOOO. The
Hamster let out a yelp of surprise, which triggered an avalanche
from the nearby mountain which caught the Hamster and he died.
As the final layer of snow came off the mountain, what was left
was an unseen biological kingdom, once preserved under several
compacted and hefty layers of ice and snow. It consisted of
numerous mythical and rumoured creatures, such as sea serpents,
phoenixes, Cyclopes and unicorns, which had previously only
existed in within the imaginative realms of mankind. With a huge
rumble of surprise and fascination, these creatures surged down the
mountain, and set foot on the planet we now know as earth.

Creation
One day, Dot came across a snowy meadow on his Raymond. An
avalanche came crashing down a mountain and Dot was caught in
the downpour and died.
Sparkle came looking for Dot. He saw a Raymond parked inside a
large mound of snow. “Oh my god!”, thought Sparkle, and he dug
the snow but found nothing except for Catfish, something that he
knew Dot liked the most. He cried with savage pain at the loss of his
mate, as another avalanche came rolling down the nearby
mountain and he died.
After a while, a Ishraq Huda came wandering along the snow, and
found the dead bodies of Dot and Sparkle. The Ishraq Huda let out
a yelp of surprise, which triggered an avalanche from the nearby
mountain which caught the Ishraq Huda and he died.
As the final layer of snow came off the mountain, what was left
was an unseen biological kingdom, once preserved under several
compacted and hefty layers of ice and snow. It consisted of
numerous mythical and rumoured creatures, such as sea serpents,
phoenixes, Cyclopes and unicorns, which had previously only
existed in within the imaginative realms of mankind. With a huge
rumble of surprise and fascination, these creatures surged down the
mountain, and set foot on the planet we now know as earth.

Creation
One day, John Smith came across a snowy meadow on his
Unicycle with 3 wheels. An avalanche came crashing down a
mountain and John Smith was caught in the downpour and died.
Rocky..the pet rock came looking for John Smith. He saw a
Unicycle with 3 wheels parked inside a large mound of snow. “Oh
my god!”, thought Rocky..the pet rock, and he dug the snow but
found nothing except for 3 bananas, something that he knew John
Smith liked the most. He cried with savage pain at the loss of his
mate, as another avalanche came rolling down the nearby
mountain and he died.
After a while, a General Aladeen came wandering along the snow,
and found the dead bodies of John Smith and Rocky..the pet rock.
The General Aladeen let out a yelp of surprise, which triggered an
avalanche from the nearby mountain which caught the General
Aladeen and he died.
As the final layer of snow came off the mountain, what was left
was an unseen biological kingdom, once preserved under several
compacted and hefty layers of ice and snow. It consisted of
numerous mythical and rumoured creatures, such as sea serpents,
phoenixes, Cyclopes and unicorns, which had previously only
existed in within the imaginative realms of mankind. With a huge
rumble of surprise and fascination, these creatures surged down the
mountain, and set foot on the planet we now know as earth.

Creation
One day, Mr David Jones came across a snowy meadow on his
Batmobile. An avalanche came crashing down a mountain and Mr
David Jones was caught in the downpour and died.
came looking for Mr David Jones. He saw a Batmobile parked
inside a large mound of snow. “Oh my god!”, thought , and he dug
the snow but found nothing except for a wild pidgey, something
that he knew Mr David Jones liked the most. He cried with savage
pain at the loss of his mate, as another avalanche came rolling
down the nearby mountain and he died.
After a while, a A guinea pig came wandering along the snow, and
found the dead bodies of Mr David Jones and . The A guinea pig let
out a yelp of surprise, which triggered an avalanche from the
nearby mountain which caught the A guinea pig and he died.
As the final layer of snow came off the mountain, what was left
was an unseen biological kingdom, once preserved under several
compacted and hefty layers of ice and snow. It consisted of
numerous mythical and rumoured creatures, such as sea serpents,
phoenixes, Cyclopes and unicorns, which had previously only
existed in within the imaginative realms of mankind. With a huge
rumble of surprise and fascination, these creatures surged down the
mountain, and set foot on the planet we now know as earth.

Creation
One day, Nicronjester came across a snowy meadow on his The
Bikemobile. An avalanche came crashing down a mountain and
Nicronjester was caught in the downpour and died.
Soul came looking for Nicronjester. He saw a The Bikemobile
parked inside a large mound of snow. “Oh my god!”, thought Soul,
and he dug the snow but found nothing except for Deathscythe,
something that he knew Nicronjester liked the most. He cried with
savage pain at the loss of his mate, as another avalanche came
rolling down the nearby mountain and he died.
After a while, a Ghost came wandering along the snow, and found
the dead bodies of Nicronjester and Soul. The Ghost let out a yelp of
surprise, which triggered an avalanche from the nearby mountain
which caught the Ghost and he died.
As the final layer of snow came off the mountain, what was left
was an unseen biological kingdom, once preserved under several
compacted and hefty layers of ice and snow. It consisted of
numerous mythical and rumoured creatures, such as sea serpents,
phoenixes, Cyclopes and unicorns, which had previously only
existed in within the imaginative realms of mankind. With a huge
rumble of surprise and fascination, these creatures surged down the
mountain, and set foot on the planet we now know as earth.

Creation
One day, A chicken came across a snowy meadow on his Yoshi. An
avalanche came crashing down a mountain and A chicken was
caught in the downpour and died.
A dog came looking for A chicken. He saw a Yoshi parked inside a
large mound of snow. “Oh my god!”, thought A dog, and he dug
the snow but found nothing except for a computer, something that
he knew A chicken liked the most. He cried with savage pain at the
loss of his mate, as another avalanche came rolling down the
nearby mountain and he died.
After a while, a A cat came wandering along the snow, and found
the dead bodies of A chicken and A dog. The A cat let out a yelp of
surprise, which triggered an avalanche from the nearby mountain
which caught the A cat and he died.
As the final layer of snow came off the mountain, what was left
was an unseen biological kingdom, once preserved under several
compacted and hefty layers of ice and snow. It consisted of
numerous mythical and rumoured creatures, such as sea serpents,
phoenixes, Cyclopes and unicorns, which had previously only
existed in within the imaginative realms of mankind. With a huge
rumble of surprise and fascination, these creatures surged down the
mountain, and set foot on the planet we now know as earth.

Creation
One day, Ricky came across a snowy meadow on his Ishraq's
piggyback ride. An avalanche came crashing down a mountain
and Ricky was caught in the downpour and died.
Ishraq came looking for Ricky. He saw a Ishraq's piggyback ride
parked inside a large mound of snow. “Oh my god!”, thought
Ishraq, and he dug the snow but found nothing except for Ricky's
hair, something that he knew Ricky liked the most. He cried with
savage pain at the loss of his mate, as another avalanche came
rolling down the nearby mountain and he died.
After a while, a a three-legged cat came wandering along the snow,
and found the dead bodies of Ricky and Ishraq. The a three-legged
cat let out a yelp of surprise, which triggered an avalanche from the
nearby mountain which caught the a three-legged cat and he died.
As the final layer of snow came off the mountain, what was left
was an unseen biological kingdom, once preserved under several
compacted and hefty layers of ice and snow. It consisted of
numerous mythical and rumoured creatures, such as sea serpents,
phoenixes, Cyclopes and unicorns, which had previously only
existed in within the imaginative realms of mankind. With a huge
rumble of surprise and fascination, these creatures surged down the
mountain, and set foot on the planet we now know as earth.

Creation
One day, came across a snowy meadow on his . An avalanche
came crashing down a mountain and was caught in the downpour
and died.
came looking for . He saw a parked inside a large mound of snow.
“Oh my god!”, thought , and he dug the snow but found nothing
except for , something that he knew liked the most. He cried with
savage pain at the loss of his mate, as another avalanche came
rolling down the nearby mountain and he died.
After a while, a came wandering along the snow, and found the
dead bodies of and . The let out a yelp of surprise, which triggered
an avalanche from the nearby mountain which caught the and he
died.
As the final layer of snow came off the mountain, what was left
was an unseen biological kingdom, once preserved under several
compacted and hefty layers of ice and snow. It consisted of
numerous mythical and rumoured creatures, such as sea serpents,
phoenixes, Cyclopes and unicorns, which had previously only
existed in within the imaginative realms of mankind. With a huge
rumble of surprise and fascination, these creatures surged down the
mountain, and set foot on the planet we now know as earth.

Creation
One day, I wonder... who did this? came across a snowy meadow on
his I wonder... who did this?. An avalanche came crashing down a
mountain and I wonder... who did this? was caught in the
downpour and died.
I wonder... who did this? came looking for I wonder... who did this?.
He saw a I wonder... who did this? parked inside a large mound of
snow. “Oh my god!”, thought I wonder... who did this?, and he dug
the snow but found nothing except for I wonder... who did this?,
something that he knew I wonder... who did this? liked the most. He
cried with savage pain at the loss of his mate, as another avalanche
came rolling down the nearby mountain and he died.
After a while, a I wonder... who did this? came wandering along the
snow, and found the dead bodies of I wonder... who did this? and I
wonder... who did this?. The I wonder... who did this? let out a yelp
of surprise, which triggered an avalanche from the nearby
mountain which caught the I wonder... who did this? and he died.
As the final layer of snow came off the mountain, what was left
was an unseen biological kingdom, once preserved under several
compacted and hefty layers of ice and snow. It consisted of
numerous mythical and rumoured creatures, such as sea serpents,
phoenixes, Cyclopes and unicorns, which had previously only
existed in within the imaginative realms of mankind. With a huge
rumble of surprise and fascination, these creatures surged down the
mountain, and set foot on the planet we now know as earth.

